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Contributions to Herpetology:  
SSAR’s Scientific Book Series (1979–2020)

Understanding the origins of the Society’s scientific book 
series, Contributions to Herpetology (CH), requires some 
historical context. As of 1960, the US-based professional 
herpetological societies—American Society of Ichthyologists 
and Herpetologists (ASIH), The Herpetologists’ League (HL), 
and an organization that soon became called the Society for 
the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles (SSAR)—all produced the 
same categories of publications, both a scientific journal and 
a newsletter (the latter either as an appendix to the journal or 
as an independent sheet). The first new concept for a society-
sponsored series was Facsimile Reprints in Herpetology (FRH), 
first issued in 1961 by SSAR’s predecessor organization, The Ohio 
Herpetological Society (Adler and Bauer 2020). This was followed 
in 1963 by the loose-leaf Catalogue of American Amphibians and 
Reptiles, begun by ASIH but transferred to SSAR in 1971 (Zweifel 
2008; Adler 2019: 858). These two unique serials added diversity 
to the array of publications available to the herpetological 
community, but a significant gap remained.

None of these three societies at that time issued book-
length titles such as faunal and taxonomic monographs, 
symposia, translations, or other comprehensive works. Such 
books were then exclusively the domain of commercial or 
academic publishers. Books issued by the former tended to be 
expensive and those by the latter were often restricted to authors 
associated with the publishing institution. What was needed was 
a series open to all authors where selection was made without 
profit as a consideration. This was a significant gap in the family 
of publications that were issued by and for the herpetological 
community. A gap that needed to be filled.

By right of its seniority and greater resources, ASIH was 
the logical group to undertake this responsibility. However, 
only once has that society published a book on a strictly 
herpetological topic, Karl P. Schmidt’s A Check List of North 
American Amphibians and Reptiles (1953). Instead, it was the 
HL that began the first discussions of a dedicated monograph 
series,1 but their first book, the field notes from the California 
Academy of Sciences Galapagos expedition of 1905–1906, was 
not published until nearly 20 years later, in 1982. This choice was 

not a great success, so another gap occurred until the program 
was reimagined and a second issue was released (1988). The 
new format—a single annual issue composed of a group of long 
papers under a general title, Herpetological Monographs—has 
been utilized successfully ever since.

estabLIshMent oF the ContriButions serIes

In contrast to HL’s prolonged planning efforts, the founding 
of SSAR’s monographic series, Contributions to Herpetology, 
occurred very quickly, over a period of about four months, and 
happened as a virtual afterthought. At its 21st annual meeting, 
held at Arizona State University in Tempe, Arizona, in June 
1978, SSAR sponsored a symposium entitled “The Reproductive 
Biology and Diseases of Captive Reptiles.” This event was 
organized by James B. Murphy (Fig. 1A) of the Dallas Zoo, who, 
together with Joseph T. Collins (Fig. 1B), then co-editor of SSAR’s 
news-bulletin, Herpetological Review (HR), decided to co-edit 
a book of manuscripts from the symposium. This became a 
landmark volume blending the research on reptile breeding 
and care by workers at zoos, universities, museums, and state 
wildlife agencies. Included among the 35 authors were James P. 
Bacon, Charles C. Carpenter, Roger Conant, David Crews, Henry 
S. Fitch, Howard Hunt, Elliott Jacobson, Ted Joanen, Gregory 
Mengden, Hugh Quinn, and Richard Zweifel. 

Murphy obtained funding for the book project (Fig. 1C) 
from the SSAR Board at its August 1979 meeting in Knoxville, 
and he and Collins proceeded to prepare manuscripts for 
typesetting by Meseraull Printing, Inc., in Lawrence, Kansas, 
the Society’s printer for HR. Following the Board meeting, there 
was further discussion among Society leaders. Because SSAR 
was already sponsoring five publication series it was decided 
not to issue stand-alone publications and that this book should, 
therefore, initiate a new serial for book-length monographs. 
Accordingly, the Society’s president proposed that SSAR initiate 
a new monograph series and that Kraig Adler (Fig. 1D), who was 
already serving as editor of the Society’s Facsimiles series, be 
appointed as editor (Margaret Stewart to SSAR Board, November 
21, 1979). The name Herpetological Monographs was avoided 
because of HL’s prior claim on that moniker as a working title 
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1The first formal discussions began in 1963 among the officers of HL. The final 
recommendation to establish a monograph series was made in 1978 by a com-
mittee composed of Kraig Adler, Wilmer W. Tanner, and Linda Trueb that was 
appointed by HL president, William E. Duellman (Smith 1986: 27).
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for their proposed serial.  Adler was duly appointed as editor 
and the series title Contributions to Herpetology became official 
in December 1979. He wrote to The Herpetologists’ League to 
summarize the actions taken by the SSAR Board and to suggest 
close cooperation between the two societies in developing their 
respective serials (Adler to HL officers, February 18, 1980).2

The first volume of CH was announced in the March 1980 
issue of HR and the 287-page book was published on June 1st 
(Fig. 1C). An edition of 2000 copies (1500 paper-bound at US 
$20 and 500 in cloth bindings at $24) was printed. This practice 
of issuing less expensive paper-bound copies was a carryover 
from the Facsimiles program but was rarely used again in the 
CH series. About 450 copies were purchased before publication. 
The book was well reviewed and went out of print in 1993. (It is 
SSAR’s standard practice to keep each of its books in print for at 
least ten years.)

a new budget ModeL and PLan For ContriButions

Murphy and Collins had raised a subsidy from SSAR and also 
had some small donations to cover composition costs for volume 
1, but Adler had to quickly mount a major sales campaign to cover 
the printing and binding. Because SSAR was unable to provide 
further subsidies, a new budget model had to be developed for 
future volumes. A modification of the model previously used for 
Facsimiles (Adler and Bauer 2020: 399, footnote) was employed 
that included pre-publication sales (Fig. 2A). Whereas the texts 
for Facsimiles could simply be photographed (for later issues, 
scanned) from the original books, those for Contributions had to 
be typeset (later, keyboarded and formatted) from manuscripts 
and were thus much more expensive to produce. This additional 
funding was raised mainly through grants from foundations 
and donations from private individuals, but starting in the 
early 1990s, with a large society membership and a more robust 
budget, the Society started to cover some composition costs 
again. A total of 31 books have been issued through 2020.

To launch a new publication program it is critical to establish 
high standards and to do so through deeds and not mere 
words. Above all, the key is to attract respected authors of high 
reputation. It is also important for the physical books to be 

quality productions. All SSAR books meet the standards of the 
Committee on Publication Guidelines for Book Longevity of the 
Council on Library Resources. For example, they are printed 
on acid-free paper for permanence. They are also sewn in 
signatures to lie open for ease of use and have reinforced hinges 
for durability. Color-printed dust jackets are often used (Fig. 
2B). Authors want their books to be attractive, and libraries and 
customers expect them to be well-priced. All of these qualities 
must be met if a book series is going to be successful. (It should 
be noted that SSAR does not pay royalties on any of its books, so 
all income accrues to the benefit of the Society and its members.) 
Books in the CH series, as well as in other SSAR publication 
series, have had the added benefit of customized illustrations 
by the noted natural history artist, David M. Dennis, a founding 
member of the Society (Dennis 2019. See Figs. 1C, 5B, 8C, and 
10B, among others in this article). Beginning in 1994, Timothy D. 
Perry, a gifted specialist in book production, served as associate 
editor of CH.

Of course, finding the right books to publish in CH is the 
all-important first step. Given his available editorial time, Adler 
attempts to have several books in production at any given 
moment, but not all at the same stage of development. Books have 

FIg. 1. Volume 1 of Contributions to Herpetology, entitled Reproductive Biology and Diseases of Captive Reptiles (1980). A) James B. Murphy 
(photo dated 2009) and  (B) Joseph T. Collins (1973), co-editors of the book; C) Title page of book (drawings by David Dennis); D) Editor of the 
Contributions to Herpetology scientific book program, Kraig Adler (1980; editorial term 1979–present).

2This message was duly acknowledged by the president-elect of HL (Robert F. 
Inger to Adler, March 13, 1980). 

FIg. 2. Book promotion methods. A) Advertisements for books are 
routinely placed in Herpetological Review and other serials to attract 
pre-publication orders; B) color-printed dust jackets dress up the 
appearance of books to increase sales (watercolor drawing by J.-G. 
Prêtre).
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sometimes taken many years from acquisition to publication. 
Some book submissions are solicited and others are submitted 
by authors. Over the four-decades-long history of the program, 
more books are in the latter category and, unfortunately, more 
and more of them must be declined. There is nothing more 
discouraging to an editor than having to turn down an excellent 
prospect because too many books are already in process or for 
some other minor reason. At the Society’s annual meetings, Adler 
spends time in the hallways talking with prospective authors 
or asking for advice on possible submissions or the names of 
potential reviewers. Each prospect must ultimately be judged 
on its own merits, but within a complicated broader context. 
For example, when Carl Gans approached the editor to take on 
the Biology of the Reptilia project, it was not a question of Gans’s 
qualifications or the reputation of his series, but whether in taking 
on this project it would crowd out all other submissions. There 
must be balance to the CH program in terms of the biological 
subject, geographic relevance, taxonomic coverage, and so forth. 
As an international society, SSAR’s publication programs must 
have global scope. We do not want all of them to deal with North 
America or any other single continent. 

The Contributions and Facsimile Reprints programs have often 
been used to support the World Congress of Herpetology and 
selections of books to print has kept this goal in mind, too.  The 
long-term solvency of the CH and other book-length programs 
is, happily, not a big issue. Beginning in 1998, SSAR has been 
aggressively building endowments to support these programs and 
now has nearly $1 million invested for this purpose. The editor, 
however, is always eager to talk with other potential donors.      

the InauguraL decade oF the ContriButions serIes

These selection criteria were demonstrated by the next 
five books in the Contributions series, which served to quickly 
establish the reputation of the new series.  All of the books were 
written by well-known authors. Several of the titles were relatively 
inexpensive to produce, but two others were lavishly illustrated 
and required large subsidies. The Turtles of Venezuela (published 
1984; Fig. 3) was written by Peter C. H. Pritchard and based on 
collaborative field work with his Venezuelan colleague, Pedro 
Trebbau. Alan H. Savitzky served as associate editor for this large 
and editorially challenging project. The coverage of this book is 

far greater than the title suggests and includes the natural history 
of half of the turtle species of South America with complete 
synonymies and  continent-wide distribution maps. Worldwide 
checklists of turtle genera and species are also provided. There 
are 48 full-page color plates including reproductions of 25 
watercolors of turtles by Giorgio Voltolino, an Italian immigrant 
to Venezuela whose artistic skill is comparable to that of the 
great natural history artists of the 19th century (Fig. 3B).  Sets of 
the colored plates were sold separately. A special patron’s edition 
was also produced, bound in marbled boards with leather spine, 
as another mechanism to raise extra funds to help cover costs. 
The funding for the color plates, however, was provided by the 
Fundación de Internados Rurales and arranged by José Herrera 
Uslar, a leading Venezuelan politician and former ambassador 
to Sweden. The finished product was summed up succinctly by 
William Lamar (1986) in his review: “The Turtles of Venezuela is a 
superlative book.”  

The next two volumes in the CH series were revised and 
expanded translations of existing books. Introduction to the 
Herpetofauna of Costa Rica (1986; Fig. 4A), by Jay M. Savage and 
Jaime Villa R., written in parallel English and Spanish texts, is 

FIg. 3. The Turtles of Venezuela, by Peter C. H. Pritchard and Pedro Trebbau (1984). A) Title page of book (stylized images by David Dennis); B) 
color plate (Geochelone carbonaria), watercolor drawing by Giorgio Voltolina; C) color plate (sideneck turtles and their habitats).

FIg. 4. Early volumes in the Contributions series. A) Introduction to 
the Herpetofauna of Costa Rica, by Jay Savage and Jaime Villa R., title 
page (1986); B) Studies on Chinese Salamanders, by Er-mi Zhao and 
colleagues, color plate (1988). 
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based on an English-only original published by Savage in 1980 
that became a manual for use in field courses taught by the 
Organization for Tropical Studies at various localities throughout 
Costa Rica. The book consists of illustrated keys to species and 
includes a checklist and distribution chart. The added importance 
of a bilingual edition was noted by Daniel H. Janzen, a leading 
tropical ecologist, in his review (1987): “It cannot be over-
emphasized how important this [book] is for the development of 
a home-grown industry in herp biology.” The book was reprinted 
by SSAR in 1988 and again in 1995. It was in regular use in Costa 
Rica until the publication of Savage’s classic text, The Amphibians 
and Reptiles of Costa Rica (2005). Studies on Chinese Salamanders 
(1988; Fig. 4B), by Er-mi Zhao and several colleagues at the 
Chengdu Institute of Biology in China, is a revised translation 
of a book of the same title written in Chinese (published 1984). 
The translation was supervised by David Wake. The SSAR book 
is the first review of the diverse Chinese salamander fauna to be 
published in English and includes keys, a checklist, and several 
color plates of salamanders and their habitats. The book served to 
commemorate the Japan–China Herpetological Symposium, held 
at Kyoto University in July 1988.

 The next book in the CH series, volume 5, was a distinct 
departure for SSAR in every respect, entitled Contributions to 
the History of Herpetology (1989). As noted in more detail in the 
next section, the book was produced for distribution at the 1st 
World Congress of Herpetology, which was held in Canterbury 
(UK) in September 1989. This is an historical reference work 
consisting of the biographies of 152 leading herpetologists from 
throughout the world (with each person’s portrait and signature), 
written by Adler, plus chapters by two colleagues: “Authors in 
Systematic Herpetology” (with brief vital data), compiled by John 
S. Applegarth, and the PhD lineages of global herpetologists, 
organized like a generational identification key by Ronald Altig. 
Copies of this 200-page book were given to each of the 1368 
delegates to the congress. This book began the Society’s tradition 
to provide a giveaway book for each of the world congresses, which 
was either a book in its Contributions series or a Facsimile Reprint. 
This gesture serves to advertise SSAR to the global herpetological 
community and demonstrate its international interest and 
leadership (see Adler and Bauer 2020: 405, table 2). 

The final book published by SSAR in the CH series during its 
inaugural decade was a massive treatise covering four genera 

of American and Asian pitvipers and written by two of the most 
celebrated American herpetologists of the 20th century: Howard 
K. Gloyd and Roger Conant. The book, entitled Snakes of the 
Agkistrodon Complex: A Monographic Review (1990; Fig. 5), was 
the result of a project begun by them in the early 1930s that 
concluded nearly 60 years later with a book of 620 pages and 53 
plates (33 in color).3 It covers the natural history, systematics, 
relationships, and distribution of 15 species and is a thorough 
review based on the detailed examination of more than 6,000 
specimens. The book includes nine supplementary chapters 
by specialists on various aspects of the biology, cytology, fossil 
and Pleistocene history, biogeography, osteology, hemipenes, 
immunological relationships, and venomology of the species. The 
production costs of the book were heavily subsidized by Conant 
himself. Jonathan Campbell, in his review of the book (1993), 
wrote: “This book is one of the few herpetological works that can 
truly be considered a ‘classic’ from the date of its first appearance.” 
This book was also a fitting marker for the foundational period in 
the development of the Contributions publication program which 
included two revised translations, one symposium, a faunal study, 
an historical reference work, and a taxonomic review. This array of 
titles foreshadowed the intended breadth of the new series.

contrIbutIons to the hIstory oF herPetoLogy

SSAR issued four volumes in the CH series under the general 
title, Contributions to the History of Herpetology (Fig. 6), and all 
edited by Kraig Adler. These had an unusual origin. The World 
Congress of Herpetology, which was founded at SSAR’s 25th 

FIg. 5. Snakes of the Agkistrodon Complex: A Monographic Review, by Howard K. Gloyd and Roger Conant (1990), the classic review of Asian 
and American pit vipers. A) Howard K. Gloyd, co-author (photo dated 1966); B) frontispiece depicting the four genera covered; C) title page of 
book; (D) Roger Conant, co-author (1983). Images in B and C by David Dennis; the latter patterned after Taiwanese aboriginal art.

3This collaborative research project had been known to colleagues for many 
decades and there was some competition to publish it. SSAR had certain ad-
vantages. In 1978, the Society had issued a facsimile of Gloyd’s masterwork on 
rattlesnakes so we already had a working relationship with him. After Gloyd’s 
death in August 1978, Conant alone took responsibility for completing the 
writing, but in fact the manuscript belonged to Kathryn J. Gloyd, Howard 
Gloyd’s widow. Adler made a personal presentation on behalf of SSAR to Mrs. 
Gloyd (and to Conant) at the Gloyd home in Tucson, Arizona, in March 1980. 
Besides discussing his ideas for publication of the Agkistrodon book, Adler dis-
played a copy of the reprint of Holbrook’s North American Herpetology (1976) 
as an example of a large color-plate book previously issued by the Society. It 
was Mrs. Gloyd, with Conant’s concurrence, who made the final decision to 
have SSAR publish the book. Conant, moreover, had been an unofficial adviser 
to the Society during its primeval days as a regional society.
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anniversary meeting in 1982, announced that it would hold 
its first meeting in Canterbury (UK) in 1989.  SSAR decided 
to update and expand its audiovisual program, which was 
originally developed by David M. Dennis and Kraig Adler for an 
American audience, to be shown to an international one at the 
congress. Accordingly, Adler began to prepare a small giveaway 
booklet for congress delegates to accompany the AV program, 
but the project grew into a 200-page book that included the 
biographies of the most notable herpetologists featured in 
the program plus two other chapters by his colleagues John 
Applegarth and Ronald Altig, that give synoptic biographical 
data on several thousand herpetologists. (A revised edition of 
this volume was published by SSAR in 2014.) Adler went on 
to edit two additional volumes in the series, with biographies 
of many more herpetologists, and updated expansions of 
the Applegarth and Altig lists. These two volumes were also 
distributed as gifts to meeting delegates by SSAR:  volume 2 at 
the 50th anniversary meeting of SSAR (Saint Louis, Missouri, 
2007) and volume 3 at the 7th World Congress of Herpetology 
(Vancouver, Canada, 2012). All of these volumes were well 
reviewed and together formed the main basis for the awarding 

of the 2018 Founders’ Medal of the London-based Society for 
the History of Natural History (Fig. 6D). 

FaunaL and systeMatIc works

Nine volumes in the CH series were faunal or systematic 
in content, or both. Volume 8, Handbook of Middle East 
Amphibians and Reptiles, by Alan Leviton, Steven Anderson, 
Kraig Adler, and Sherman Minton (1992; Fig. 7A), was triggered 
by the invasion of Kuwait which occurred while SSAR was 
holding its annual meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana, in 
August 1990. Members realized that no field identification 
guide existed for the Middle East that also had current advice 
about the identification of venomous snakes and their bites. 
The first idea was simply to reprint Norman Corkill’s little book, 
Snakes and Snake Bite in Iraq (1932), but this was considered 
too out-of-date to be useful. Only a new book would do. 
Because the eventual geographic scope of the war was then 
still unknown, the authors decided to cover a broad area (Iraq 
and surrounding countries) and include species identification 
keys and descriptions, distribution information, and 90 color 

FIg. 6. Contributions to the History of Herpetology, edited by Kraig Adler. This series consisted of four books, volumes 1–3, plus an expanded 
revision of volume 1. A) Title page of volume 1 (1989); B) typical biography from volume 2 (2007); C) color plate from volume 1 (revised edition, 
2014; images based on original drawings by Maximilian, Prince of Wied). D) The 2018 Founders’ Medal of the London-based Society for the 
History of Natural History that was awarded largely on the basis of this book series.

FIg. 7. Faunal and systematic works, I. A) Middle East Amphibians and Reptiles, color plate (1992); B) Herpetology of China, title page (1993); C) 
Lizards of Iran, color plate (1999); D) Herpetofauna of New Caledonia, dust jacket (2000; drawings by George Ford, Paul Oudart, and Joseph Huet).
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photographs. A modern section on snake bite and additional 
information on venomous snakes was included. The book 
was later informally dubbed “The Reptiles of Desert Storm” by 
many herpetologists, using the military codename for the war. 
The book was employed by the United States and allied military 
forces in the years following the Gulf War. 

The next systematic review published in CH was Herpetology 
of China, by Er-mi Zhao and Kraig Adler (1993; Fig. 7B). This 
project resulted from a visit to Cornell University by Zhao to 
pay homage to the memory of his professor, Cheng-chao Liu, 
who received his PhD at Cornell in 1934. During that visit, 
Adler suggested to Zhao that a modern checklist of the Chinese 
herpetofauna might be useful to workers, but the idea grew 
into a comprehensive book of 522 pages and 48 color plates of 
animals and habitats representing all zoogeographic regions. 
The book provides an extensive historical review, an illustrated 
key to genera, a checklist with synonymies for all 661 species, 
detailed geographic information, a complete bibliography, 
instructions for recording field data and preserving specimens, 
and color plates that include every one of the 164 genera—in 
short, a book of value to beginning herpetologists in China 
as well as to foreign herpetologists who want to work in the 
country. In his review of the book, David Wake (1994: 1066) 
wrote: “. . . one should view this [book] as a great achievement 
that is a service to the discipline. This book makes it possible 
to study the Chinese herpetofauna.” It is still the only book in 
English covering the entire Chinese herpetofauna.

Steven Anderson’s The Lizards of Iran (1999; Fig. 7C), the 
first comprehensive review of this subject, is the result of 40 
years of study and extensive field work conducted by Anderson 
in Iran beginning in 1958. The book covers 125 species in 
eight families with 190 color photographs of lizards and their 
habitats, spot distribution maps, and illustrated keys to species.  
The Herpetofauna of New Caledonia, by Aaron Bauer and Ross 
Sadlier (2000; Fig. 7D), like Anderson’s book, is based on many 
years of personal field work by the authors. This South Pacific 
island group, a French overseas territory, where 86% of the 
terrestrial reptile species are endemic, is of special interest to all 
herpetologists. The book covers 71 species, 68 of them lizards 
in the families Diplodactylidae, Gekkonidae, and Scincidae, 
and includes 24 color plates of animals and habitats. Ivan 
Ineich, curator at the museum in Paris and a specialist on New 

Caledonian herpetology himself, provided French summaries 
of each species account. The French government, through its 
Institut de recherche pour le développement, supported the 
book and distributed 200 copies to its various agencies and 
libraries. 

In 1970, the Museum of Natural History of the University 
of Kansas published William Duellman’s two-volume work, The 
Hylid Frogs of Middle America, with outstanding illustrations by 
David M. Dennis (Figs. 8A and 8D). Widely judged to be one 
of the finest works of its kind, the book went out of print less 
than a decade later. At the 39th annual meeting of SSAR, held 
at University of Kansas in 1996, Duellman approached Kraig 
Adler to ask if SSAR would be willing to reprint his book. Adler 
replied in the affirmative, but only on the condition that he add 
a supplement to update existing accounts and add others for 
the newly described species from the region. (The supplement 
turned out to be some 500 pages long and the number of 
species covered increased from 115 to 164.) Adler was also 
able to entice Dennis, the original artist, to paint watercolors 
of the new taxa so that everything in the new edition would be 
uniform with that in the first. Because Duellman had retained 
all of Dennis’s original drawings from the 1960s, it was possible 
to scan all illustrations electronically to achieve a higher 
quality and accuracy than existed in the original edition which 
had used photographic techniques. All of Dennis’s original 
watercolors were later sold individually to raise funds for the 
project, and sets of the printed color plates were offered for sale 
to raise additional funds. A signing ceremony was held at the 
Society’s 44th annual meeting, held in Indianapolis, Indiana, 
in July 2001, that included the author and artist as well as 
Ronald A. Javitch, the Society’s major benefactor who provided 
substantial support for this large and elaborate book. To quote 
from Jay Savage’s review (2002: 552), “No one believed in 1970 
that we would ever see another herpetological monograph that 
would rival the original Hylid Frogs. Well, we were wrong!” 

Four other faunal works have been issued in the CH series. 
Two volumes on the herpetology of Honduras were issued in 
2002 and 2011, the first on the amphibians (Fig. 9A) by James 
R. McCranie and Larry David Wilson and the second on snakes 
(Fig. 9B) by McCranie alone. (Volumes on the other reptilian 
groups in this series were later issued by the Museum of 
Comparative Zoology at Harvard University.) Jack Whalen, an 

FIg. 8. Faunal and systematic works, II. Hylid Frogs of Middle America, expanded edition (2001). A) William E. Duellman, author (photo dated 
1998); B) dust jacket from volume 1; C) color plate from volume 2; D) David M. Dennis, artist (about 1969). Images in B and C by Dennis.
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amateur snake enthusiast, provided key funding for the snake 
volume. Using the same format and layout, the two SSAR 
volumes are exceedingly thorough reviews with detailed spot 
distribution maps and numerous color plates of animals and 
their habitats. In 2011, SSAR issued Herpetofauna of Armenia 
and Nagorno-Karabakh (Fig. 9C) by the international team 
of Marine Arakelyan and Felix Danielyan (Armenia), Claudia 
Corti and Roberto Sindaco (Italy), and Alan Leviton (USA). 
This book covers the systematics, natural history, distribution, 
and conservation of 59 species in 17 families with 151 color 
photographs of animals and their habitats. Finally, Rafaqat 
Masroor’s book, entitled A Contribution to the Herpetology of 
Northern Pakistan (2012; Fig. 9D), focuses on the Margalla Hills 
National Park and surrounding regions. There are 109 color 
photographs and distribution maps for each of the 42 species 
covered. This book was co-published with Edition Chimaira 
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, to increase its distribution in 
Europe and Asia. SSAR sold an additional 300 copies, unbound, 
to Chimaira who added their own title page.

transLatIons oF IMPortant works

Three volumes in the CH series are translations of important 
works. These were supported with grants from the Atherton 
Seidell Fund of the Smithsonian Institution. The first, Mahmoud 
Latifi’s The Snakes of Iran (1991; Fig. 10A), was translated from 
the Farsi original that was published in Tehran in 1985. This 
book, with 24 color plates, is the first complete work on the 
60 species of snakes known from Iran and includes natural 
history, distribution maps, and color drawings of each species 
by Raymond S. Robinson.  An appendix and supplemental 
bibliography were added by Alan Leviton and George Zug who 
also supervised the translation. In 1986, Nikolai N. Szczerbak, 
Ukraine’s leading herpetologist, and his former student, 
Mikhail L. Golubev, published an important monograph on 
the geckos of the Soviet Union and “contiguous” regions (Fig. 
10B) which covered countries from Mongolia through North 
Africa. The work was written in Russian, however, and thus was 
effectively unavailable to most herpetologists, so SSAR issued 

FIg. 9. Faunal and systematic works, III. A) Amphibians of Honduras, color plate (2002); B) Snakes of Honduras, dust jacket (2011); C) Herpeto-
fauna of Armenia, color plate (2011); D) Herpetology of Northern Pakistan, typical species account (2012).

FIg. 10. Translated works. A) Snakes of Iran, color plate (1991; drawings by Raymond Robinson); B) Gecko Fauna of the USSR and Contiguous 
Regions, dust jacket (1996); C) Lives of Captive Reptiles, color-printed front cover (2008); D) Salamanders of Japan, color plate, book to be pub-
lished in 2021. Images in A by Raymond Robinson, in B and C by David Dennis, and in D by Hajime Yoshioka.
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an English translation in 1996 as volume 13 in the CH series. 
This translation was also supervised by Leviton and Zug. This 
book, covering 53 species, includes numerous spot distribution 
maps and 24 color photographs. Another translation 
supported by the Smithsonian was a book published in 1982 
by Hans-Günter Petzold, curator of herpetology at Tierpark 
Berlin in East Germany. Because of its place of publication, 
the important research by Petzold and his colleagues in 
other socialist countries on the care of captive reptiles was 
largely unknown to western workers. The English translation, 
which was supervised by James B. Murphy and published 
in 2008 as The Lives of Captive Reptiles (Fig. 10C), covers the 
maintenance, reproduction, and observation of reptiles (and 
some amphibians). Sixty-three (57 in color) photographs from 
the zoo in Berlin were added to the SSAR edition. Chad Peeling, 
a zoo-based herpetologist, remarked (2009: 472): “The Lives of 
Captive Reptiles is a foundational book for zoo herpetologists 
and serious terrarium practitioners.”

SSAR will publish another Smithsonian-supported 
translation next year, The Tailed Amphibians of Japan by 
Ikio Sato (1943; Fig. 10D). The coverage is Imperial Japan, 
then also including southern Sakhalin Island (Russia), Korea, 
northeastern China, and Taiwan. This classic book contains 
comprehensive species accounts including natural history, spot 
distribution maps, annotated bibliographies, chromosomes, 
and zoogeography, as well as 28 color plates based on fine 
watercolors by Hajime Yoshioka. The book was written in 
an old form of Japanese that is barely intelligible to younger 
Japanese today, so the translation will be of widespread use 
even in Japan. The translation was made by the late Richard C. 
Goris, an American reptile biologist long resident in Japan, and 
has been carefully edited by Masafumi Matsui, a noted senior 
Japanese herpetologist.                 

bIoLogy oF the rePtILIa

In 1969, Carl Gans (Fig. 11A) edited the first volume of a 
new series of books, entitled Biology of the Reptilia, that is now 
widely acclaimed as the definitive resource on reptilian biology. 
Each volume consists of a series of comprehensive essays on 

some aspect of reptilian biology—morphology, physiology, 
ecology, behavior, neurology, and development—that were 
written by leading international experts on the topics. Gans 
served as senior editor for all 22 volumes through 2010. These 
were issued in sequence by five publishers (Academic Press, 
John Wiley & Sons, Alan R. Liss, Inc., University of Chicago Press, 
and SSAR). Gans moved the series from publisher to publisher 
mainly to keep the volumes priced within the reach of students. 
At the Society’s 38th annual meeting, held at Appalachian State 
University in North Carolina in 1995, Gans asked the editor 
of the CH series whether SSAR would consider becoming 
publisher of the final three volumes in the series, all on 
morphology, plus a comprehensive index to the literature. The 
University of Chicago Press had projected the price of volume 
19 to be $185 and Gans asked if SSAR could do better. SSAR 
assumed responsibility for the series and published volume 
19 in 1998 for $55. In January 2001 Gans suffered a stroke that 
greatly diminished his ability to work on the project, which was 
therefore picked up by his co-editor, Abbot S. Gaunt, a bird 
morphologist. Gaunt died unexpectedly in March 2006, after 
which Gans asked Adler to assume Gaunt’s role as volume co-
editor for the rest of the series (Fig. 11B). The next two volumes 
were issued in 2008 and the last in 2010. Volume 22 is a 1364-
page, cross-indexed bibliography of the 22,652 references cited 
in all of the previous volumes, compiled by that indefatigable 
indexer of herpetological publications, Ernest A. Liner. This is 
now the definitive bibliography of reptilian biology (Fig. 11C).

syMPosIa, hIstorIcaL works, and other tItLes In the serIes

Volumes on a variety of other topics have appeared in the 
Contributions series. Because the World Congress of Herpetolo-
gy was founded at an SSAR meeting, the two organizations have 
had a close relationship ever since. In 1992, SSAR published the 
major results of the first congress (Fig. 12A), which was held at 
the University of Kent in Canterbury (UK) in September 1989. 
This appeared in book form as Herpetology. Current Research 
on the Biology of Amphibians and Reptiles, under the editor-
ship of Kraig Adler who had served as Secretary-General of the 
first congress. H.R.H. Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh, 

FIg. 11. The Biology of the Reptilia series. A) Carl Gans, founding senior editor (photo dated 1962); B) volumes 19–22 issued by SSAR (1998–
2010); C) dust jacket of final volume (2010).
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who had been the Patron of the congress, wrote the book’s fore-
word. The volume contains the nine plenary lectures, presented 
by luminaries in our field (Donald Bradshaw, Ilya Darevsky, Carl 
Gans, Tim Halliday, Linda Maxson, Russell Mittermeier, Eric 
Pianka, Armand de Ricqlès, and David Wake), organizational 
documents of the world congress, a complete summary of the 
sessions, symposia, and all other speakers, a list of the 1368 del-
egates with their addresses, and the congress’s Constitution. This 
congress was the foundational meeting that set the pattern for 
all subsequent congresses (Adler 2020). It is also remembered as 
the event where herpetologists first realized that what they had 
thought were merely local declines in amphibian populations 
were part of a global phenomenon that required immediate at-
tention. Another herpetological symposium was published by 
SSAR in 1994, under the editorships of James B. Murphy, Kraig 
Adler, and Joseph T. Collins. This book, the first issued by SSAR 
with a dust jacket, is entitled Captive Management and Conser-
vation of Amphibians and Reptiles (Fig. 12B) and resulted from a 

symposium that had been organized for the Society’s 34th annual 
meeting, held at Pennsylvania State University in August 1991. 
This integrative event attracted 70 leading authorities represent-
ing universities, museums, conservation organizations, zoos, 
aquariums, and the private sector with an emphasis on endan-
gered species, new techniques, and diagnosing problems.

Two CH volumes devoted to studies on the amphibians and 
reptiles of the West Indies were edited by Robert Powell and 
Robert Henderson. The first, based on a symposium held at the 
Society’s meeting in 1994 at the University of Georgia, is entitled 
Contributions to West Indian Herpetology (1996; Fig. 2B, 12C) 
and includes papers by 59 authors. Also included is an up-to-
date checklist for the 622 species with complete citations to the 
original descriptions and 71 colored photographs depicting all of 
the West Indian genera. The other volume edited by Henderson 
and Powell, entitled Islands and the Sea: Essays on Herpetological 
Exploration in the West Indies (2003), is a unique volume of 
personal recollections of field experiences by 31 naturalists who 

FIg. 12. Symposia and historical volumes. A) Herpetology, title page (1992), proceedings of the First World Congress of Herpetology (Canter-
bury, UK, 1989); B) Captive Management and Conservation of Amphibians and Reptiles, dust jacket (1994; color images by James De C. Sow-
erby and Edward Lear; Maximilian, Prince of Wied; Mons. Cornuel; and James Green), based on a symposium; C) West Indian Herpetology, 
color plate (1996), based on a symposium; D) Slithy Toves. Illustrated Classic Herpetological Books, color-printed front cover (2000), a gallery 
guide commemorating the Society’s second annual meeting at the University of Kansas.

FIg. 13. Events in the development of the Contributions to Herpetology program, 1979–2020. A total of 31 titles was issued during this period, 
but some books are not indicated on this graph; Kraig Adler was editor throughout. Cumulative pagination (including unpaginated plates) is 
graphed by year. Total pagination by 2020 was 14,519.
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have worked in the West Indies. The accounts describe how these 
workers and their associates actually conducted their studies, 
including some of the trials and tribulations encountered by 
field biologists. The volume is extensively illustrated with 316 
photographs and is recommended reading for students who are 
contemplating doing research in the field anywhere in the world. 

Two other volumes in the CH series are both associated 
with the University of Kansas, one of the leading centers for 
herpetological research and graduate education. The first, Slithy 
Toves: Illustrated Classic Herpetological Books at the University of 
Kansas (2000; Fig. 12D), was written by Sally Haines, a longtime 
librarian at the Kenneth Spencer Research Library at Kansas, 
which holds one of the world’s great collections of natural history 
books. This volume, which is in the form of a gallery guide, is 
based on a spectacular multi-room display of the classic works 
in herpetology that Haines organized for the Society’s 39th annual 
meeting, which was held at Kansas in July 1996. The volume 
includes numerous reproductions of illustrations, mostly in 
color, from the herpetological classics. The other Kansas-related 
volume is a history of the herpetological program at Kansas, 
beginning with the matriculation of Edward H. Taylor in 1908. 
This book, simply titled Herpetology at Kansas A Centennial 
History (2015; Fig. 2A), was written by William Duellman, 
longtime curator of herpetology at Kansas, and was distributed 
to all persons who attended the Society’s meeting at Kansas in 
2015. There are also short biographies, with portraits, of all 138 
students who were part of the Kansas herpetology program.   

Future oF the ContriButions serIes

There are several volumes now in process for publication in 
the CH series, including Sato’s salamanders of Japan, mentioned 
earlier. However, having been editor of this book series since 
1979, Kraig Adler, who produced 31 books to date (Figs. 13–14), 
will soon be stepping down as editor. SSAR will be seeking an 
energetic person to work with him for a short period before taking 
over as editor. Interested persons should contact the current 
SSAR president, Marty Crump, or, after December 31, 2020, her 
successor, Kirsten Nicholson.

Acknowledgments.—I am grateful to Breck Bartholomew and 
Aaron M. Bauer for their comments on the manuscript.
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aPPendIx

Chronological list of books in the Contributions to Herpetology program, 1980–2020. Books were published only in clothbound editions, un-
less noted. The number of copies printed of each title is given on the colophon leaf, the last page in the book. Further details about each book 
are given in the pre-publication sales notices published in Herpetological Review (HR); these citations are given in brackets.

Volume 1
MURPHY, J. B., and J. T. Collins (eds.). 1980. Reproductive Biology and Diseases of Captive Reptiles. x + 277 pages. Chapters by 37 authors. 
Published in paperbound and clothbound editions. [HR 11:10]

Volume 2
PRITCHARD, P. C. H., and P. Trebbau. 1984. The Turtles of Venezuela. x + 403 pages, 47 color plates, 22 caption pages, 16 maps (1 in color). 
A patron’s edition was produced having marbled boards with a leather spine and a matching portfolio containing a set of the 25 watercolor 
portraits of turtles by Giorgio Voltolina together in a slipcase. Sets of the turtle portraits were also available separately. [HR 13:132-A]

Volume 3
SAVAGE, J. M., and J. Villa R. 1986. Introduction to the Herpetofauna of Costa Rica / Introducción a la Herpetofauna de Costa Rica. viii + 207 
pages, color frontispiece. Reprinted in 1988 and 1995, the latter with the frontispiece uncolored. [HR 17:83]

Volume 4
ZHAO, E.-M., Q.-X. Hu, Y.-M. Jiang, and Y.-H. Yang. 1988. Studies on Chinese Salamanders. ix + 67 pages, 7 plates (3 in color). Translation from 
Chinese supervised by D. B. Wake. Published in cooperation with the Herpetological Society of Japan and Japan Wildlife Research Center. [HR 
19:31]

Volume 5
ADLER, K. (ed.). 1989. Contributions to the History of Herpetology. [Volume 1]. 202 pages, 148 portraits, color frontispiece. Includes index 
to taxonomic authors by J. S. Applegarth and doctoral lineages by R. Altig. Published in paperbound and clothbound editions, the former for 
distribution to delegates at the 1st World Congress of Herpetology (Canterbury, UK, September 1989). For a revised and expanded edition, see 
volume 30 (2014); for volumes 2 and 3 in the series, see volume 21 (2007) and volume 29 (2012), respectively. [HR 20:14-C]  

Volume 6
GLOYD, H. K., and R. Conant. 1990. Snakes of the Agkistrodon Complex: A Monographic Review. vi + 614 pages, 52 plates (32 in color), 52 
caption pages, color frontispiece. Includes nine supplementary chapters by specialists. Sets of the color plates were also available separately. 
[HR 20:14-C]

Volume 7
LATIFI, M. 1991. The Snakes of Iran. viii + 159 pages, 22 color plates, 2 color relief maps. Translated from Farsi. Editorial supervision and ap-
pendix by A. E. Leviton and G. R. Zug. [HR 21:72]

Volume 8
LEVITON, A. E., S. C. Anderson, K. Adler, and S. A. Minton. 1992. Handbook to Middle East Amphibians and Reptiles. vii + 252 pages, 33 plates 
(32 in color), 33 caption pages. [HR 21:72]

Volume 9
ADLER, K. (ed.). 1992. Herpetology. Current Research on the Biology of Amphibians and Reptiles. v + 245 pages. Proceedings of the 1st World 
Congress of Herpetology (Canterbury, UK, 1989). Foreword by H.R.H. Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, Patron of the congress. Includes the 
plenary lectures, a summary of the congress, a list of delegates with their addresses, and the Constitution of WCH. [HR 23:68]

Volume 10
ZHAO, E.-M., and K. Adler. 1993. Herpetology of China. 522 pages, 48 color plates, 48 caption pages, color frontispiece, foldout map. Pub-
lished in cooperation with the Chinese Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles. [HR 24:78]

Volume 11
MURPHY, J. B., K. Adler, and J. T. Collins (eds.). 1994. Captive Management and Conservation of Amphibians and Reptiles. 408 pages, color 
frontispiece. Foreword by Gerald Durrell. Chapters by 70 authors.  [HR 25:90]

Volume 12
POWELL, R., and R. W. Henderson (eds.). 1996. Contributions to West Indian Herpetology. A Tribute to Albert Schwartz. 457 pages, 8 color 
plates, 8 caption pages. Foreword by Thomas W. Schoener. Chapters by 59 authors. [HR 26:173] 

Volume 13
SZCZERBAK, N. N. , and M. L. Golubev. 1996. Gecko Fauna of the USSR and Contiguous Regions. ix + (2) + 233 pages, 24 color photographs on 
8 plates. Translated from Russian. Editorial supervision by A. E. Leviton and G. R. Zug. [HR 27:113]

Volume 14
GANS, C., and A. S. Gaunt (eds.). 1998. Biology of the Reptilia. Volume 19, Morphology G, Visceral Organs. xiii + 660 + (2) pages. Chapters by 
11 authors. [HR 28:125]

Volume 15
ANDERSON, S. C. 1999. The Lizards of Iran. vii + 442 pages, 25 plates (24 in color), 2 plate caption pages. Foreword by E. Firouz. [HR 30:17]

Volume 16
HAINES, S. 2000. Slithy Toves. Illustrated Classic Herpetological Books at the University of Kansas in Pictures and Conversations. viii +180 
pages, 84 color illustrations. Bound in stiff cardboard covers (no clothbound copies were produced). [HR 31:135]
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(continued)

Volume 17
BAUER, A. M., and R. A. Sadlier. 2000. The Herpetofauna of New Caledonia. xii + 310 pages, 24 color plates, 25 caption pages. French transla-
tions of species summaries by I. Ineich. Foreword by J. Chazeau. Published in cooperation with the Institut de recherche pour le développe-
ment (France). [HR 31:133] 

Volume 18
DUELLMAN, W. E. 2001. The Hylid Frogs of Middle America. Volumes 1 and 2 [expanded edition]. Volume 1: xvi + 694 pages, color frontis-
piece. Volume 2: x + 695–1158 pages, plates 1–92 (44 in color), color frontispiece. Foreword by D. B. Wake; watercolors and line drawings by D. 
M. Dennis. Sets of the color plates were also available separately. [HR 32:4]

Volume 19
McCRANIE, J. R., and L. D. Wilson. 2001. The Amphibians of Honduras. x + 625 pages, 20 color plates, 20 caption pages. Foreword by J. M. 
Savage. For the companion volume on snakes, see volume 26 (2011). [HR 32146]

Volume 20
HENDERSON, R. W., and R. Powell (eds.). 2003. Islands and the Sea. Essays on Herpetological Exploration in the West Indies. viii + 304 pages, 
316 photographs. Chapters by 30 field naturalists. [HR 34: 90]

Volume 21
ADLER, K. (ed.). 2007. Contributions to the History of Herpetology. Volume 2. 389 pages, 269 portraits, color frontispiece.  Includes index to 
taxonomic authors by J. S. Applegarth and doctoral lineages by R. Altig. Published in paperbound and clothbound editions, the former for 
distribution to delegates at the 50th anniversary meeting of SSAR (Saint Louis, Missouri, July 2007). For volume 1 in the series, see volume 30 
(2014); for volume 3, see volume 29 (2012). [HR 38:130]

Volume 22
PETZOLD, H.-G. 2008. The Lives of Captive Reptiles. xxix + 275 pages, 63 photographs (57 in color on 11 plates). Forewords by H. Dathe; G. 
Petzold and C. Petzold. Bound in color-printed boards. Translation from German edited by J. B. Murphy. Published in cooperation with the 
National Zoological Park, Smithsonian Institution. [HR 38:371]  

Volume 23
GANS, C., A. S. Gaunt, and K. Adler (eds.). 2008. Biology of the Reptilia. Volume 20, Morphology H, The Skull of Lepidosauria. xi + 755 + (2) 
pages. Chapters by three authors. [HR 39:389]

Volume 24
GANS, C., A. S. Gaunt, and K. Adler (eds.). 2008. Biology of the Reptilia. Volume 21, Morphology I, The Skull and Appendicular Locomotor 
Apparatus of Lepidosauria. vii + 781 + (2) pages. Chapters by five authors. [HR 39:389]

Volume 25
GANS, C., and K. Adler (eds.), and E. A. Liner (comp.). 2010. Biology of the Reptilia. Volume 22, Comprehensive Literature of the Reptilia. xx 
+ 1364 + (2) pages. Bibliography of 22,652 references with cross-referenced subject index and detailed contents of all 22 volumes in the series. 
Foreword by H. W. Greene. [HR 40:258]

Volume 26
McCRANIE, J. R. 2011. The Snakes of Honduras. Systematics, Distribution, and Conservation. x + 714 pages, 20 color plates, 20 caption pages. 
Foreword by J. M. Savage. For the companion volume on amphibians, see volume 19 (2001). [HR 41:528]

Volume 27
ARAKELYAN, M. S., F. D. Danielyan, C. Corti, R. Sindaco, and A. E. Leviton. 2011. Herpetofauna of Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh. iv + 149 
pages, 32 color plates.  Paleontological section by D. Vasilyan. [HR 42:470]

Volume 28
MASROOR, R. 2012. Herpetology of Northern Pakistan: The Amphibians and Reptiles of Margalla Hills National Park and Surrounding 
Regions. 217 pages, 109 color photographs. Foreword by W. Böhme. Published in cooperation with Chimaira Buchhandelsgesellschaft mbH 
(Germany). [HR 43:2]

Volume 29
ADLER, K. (ed.). 2012. Contributions to the History of Herpetology. Volume 3. 564 pages, 322 portraits, color frontispieces. Includes index 
to taxonomic authors by J. S. Applegarth and doctoral lineages by R. Altig. Published in paperbound and clothbound editions, the former for 
distribution to delegates at the 7th World Congress of Herpetology (Vancouver, Canada, August 2012). For volumes 1 and 2 in the series, see 
volume 30 (2014) and volume 21 (2007), respectively. [HR 43:170]

Volume 30
ADLER, K. (ed.). 2014. Contributions to the History of Herpetology. Volume 1 (Revised and Expanded). iv + 172 pages, color frontispiece, 155 
portraits, 96 plates (54 in color). Revised from the original printing of 1989. For volumes 2 and 3 in the series, see volume 21 (2007) and volume 
29 (2012), respectively. [HR 45:191]

Volume 31
DUELLMAN, W. E. 2015. Herpetology at Kansas. A Centennial History. xiv + 346 pages, 440 photographs. Foreword by K. Adler. Published in 
paperbound and clothbound editions, the former for distribution to delegates at the SSAR meeting at the University of Kansas in 2015. [HR 
46:152]
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Nicolaus Michael Oppel and his Classification of  
Amphibians and Reptiles, with Remarks on other  
18th and early 19th Century Classification Schemes

The Order name Squamata (Reptilia) for lizards and snakes 
is usually credited to Nicolaus Michael Oppel (1811b). Oppel 
(1782–1820) was a brilliant young naturalist and artist born in 
the Upper Palatinate region of Bavaria. He moved to Munich in 
1806 where he worked at the Bavarian Academy of Sciences. He 
subsequently received support from Maximilian I, Joseph King 
of Bavaria, to study (1807–1810) with Alexander von Humboldt 
at the Paris Museum. There he attended the lectures of Constant 
Duméril and Georges Cuvier, and interacted with Bernard 
Lacépède, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, and Pierre Latreille. During this 
period he also became great friends with Henri-Marie Ducrotay 
de Blainville. Oppel returned to Munich in 1811 as assistant to the 
Curator of Zoology, Johann von Spix, at the Bavarian Academy. In 
1818 he became Professor of Natural History at the Royal Lyceum. 
Oppel died in 1820, apparently from the effects of the poisonous 
chemicals that he used to prepare etchings on copper plates of his 
illustrations for the planned illustrated opus described in the next 
paragraph (see Adler 2007; Schmidtler 2008, 2009).

During his second period in Munich, Oppel worked on a 
major project, the Naturgeschichte der Amphibien, meant to 
be a grand encyclopedia of amphibians and reptiles illustrated 
with his many drawings and paintings. A great number of the 
paintings were prepared at the Paris Museum and were especially 
valuable as they included illustrations of many herpetological 
type specimens. Unfortunately, only the first part of the planned 
encyclopedia was ever published (Tiedemann et al. 1817). 
However, although long forgotten, a collection of 392 of Oppel’s 
sketches and paintings has been rediscovered in the collection 
of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek München. Schmidtler (2008) 
provides further information about this collection and contains 
color reproductions of 12 of them. Subsequently, Rösler and 
Schmidtler (2014) and Bour and Schmidtler (2014) have published 
reproductions of 14 and 41 paintings, respectively, from that 
collection.

Oppel’s most influential work was his opus: Die Ordnungen 
Familien und Gattungen der Reptilien als Prodrom einer 
Naturgeschichte derselben (1811e). In that work, he presented a 
major and original revision of the classification of what was then 
considered the Class Reptilia, within which he recognized three 
orders, one for turtles, a second for crocodilians, lizards and snakes, 
and a third for caecilians, frogs, toads, and salamanders. Less well 
known are three papers (Oppel 1811a,b,c) that were published 
prior to his monograph. Although these three publications 
appeared in volume 16 of the Annales du Muséum d’histoire 
Naturelle for 1810, Sherborn (1923:268) has demonstrated that 
they were actually published between January and March 1811. 
Shortly after the three Annales papers appeared, a reprint (Oppel 
1811d) was published that contained the three, plus a title page. 

Inasmuch as the foreword in Oppel (1811e) is dated “11 Mai 1811,” 
names first proposed in the three Annales papers have priority over 
new names that appeared in the latter work. The 1811d reprint is 
not of consequence in terms of the priority of names proposed by 
Oppel because it contains no names not already published in the 
Annales trio.

An additional publication titled Sur la Classification des 
Reptiles; par M. Oppel, appeared in July 1811. It is a condensed 
version of the three articles that appeared in the Annales earlier 
that year[1]. It is written in the third person but no author’s name 
or identifying initials of a reviewer is indicated. However, in the 
introductory material for the journal volume, where the names of 
the editors and a list of reviewers and their initials are indicated, 
a note states: “Les Articles ou Extraits non signés sont faits par les 
Auteurs des Mémories.” [Translation: The unsigned articles or 
abstracts were made by the authors of the memoirs.] Consequently, 
the review apparently was made by Oppel and is cited as Oppel 
(1811f). It likewise contains no names not previously published in 
the 1811b,c papers.

There has been some controversy regarding the extent that 
Oppel’s work was influenced by others, especially C. Duméril at 
the Paris Museum (Gadow 1911:138; Adler 2007:42). These authors 
think that much of Oppel’s descriptions, names, and classification 
were original and his interactions with Duméril were mutually 
beneficial. However, Duméril, in Duméril and Bibron (1834:258–
259), in the section of the first volume of the Erpétologie générale 
that surveys the studies of previous authors, has this to say about 
Oppel’s contribution (translation):

oPPeL. M. MIcheL oPPeL, a naturaLIst FroM bavarIa who dILI-
gentLy attended our course In 1807 and 1808 In ParIs aLong wIth 
M. roser, FIrst PubLIshed two MeMoIrs In the annaLes du MuséuM 
de ParIs; one deaLt wIth oPhIdIans, the other one on batrachIans. 
however, In 1811, he authored a sMaLL voLuMe In-4° In gerMan 
about the orders, FaMILIes, and genera oF rePtILes. It was the Intro-
ductIon to a Much Larger work oF whIch he onLy wanted to Present 
a suMMary and the MaIn categorIes. the author strIctLy FoLLows the 
Method and the cLassIFIcatIon that we had adoPted In our course, 
oF whIch we had gIven hIM the notes. Moreover, he underLIned thIs 
PoInt In Most oPPortunItIes, and we are Indebted to hIM, as, Fur-
therMore, he had MentIoned In nearLy every Instance the sources 
FroM whIch he had drawn hIs data.

thIs author has FoLLowed the synoPtIc scheMe oF cLassIFIcatIon 
that we had used In the Zoologie analytique and In our tabLes oF 
dIstrIbutIon oF FaMILIes that we are usIng as textbooks In our cours-
es at the MuséuM d’hIstoIre natureLLe de ParIs. here Is the anaLysIs 
oF Mr oPPeL’s scheMe oF cLassIFIcatIon. In rePtILes he recognIses 
onLy three orders: testudInes, the scaLed, and the naked.

[1] A puzzling discrepancy in this publication is that it cites Oppel’s articles in 
the Annales as appearing in volume 19 on the upper right margin of the first 
paragraph. That volume was not published until 1812 and does not contain the 
paper at issue. Therefore, the volume number must be a typo perhaps because 
the next paper (p. 306) abstracted appeared in volume 19.
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In Duméril’s original French, the three orders are designated 
by French vernaculars: Testudinés, les Écailleux and les Nuda, 
respectively, instead of Oppel’s Latin names: Testudinata. 
Squammata, and Nuda. Duméril’s interpretation of his 
relationship to Oppel’s work does not entirely jibe with Oppel’s 
(1811e:viii) comments (translation):

were It not For the encourageMent, InstructIon, 
understandIng and guIdance oF these rare schoLars and FrIends 
[duMérIL, von huMboLdt, LatreILLe], then I wouLd – convInced 
oF the InsuFFIcIencIes that such a study Is subject to, In sPIte oF 
aLL PossIbLe care – never have dared to Make My systeM PubLIc, 
aLthough Mr. duMérIL hIMseLF In hIs Lectures oF the year 1809 
had aLready ProPosed It and had characterIzed the anIMaLs 
In the cabInet accordIngLy. I aM grateFuL For the zeaL oF the 
gentLeMen Lucus, Father and son, Mr. duFresne and hIs staFF, 
For FuLFILLIng the wIshes oF theIr suPerIors wIth so Much eMPathy 
and understandIng. I Leave It to the exPerts, and ask the FrIend oF 
truth to test rIgorousLy IF I have seen rIght and Made the rIght 
arrangeMent. but, MakIng known My basIc PrIncIPLes For the FIrst 
tIMe, I aLso count on understandIng and FaIrness. concernIng 
the gIven characterIstIcs, I can assure that I have aLways desIgned 
these accordIng to nature ItseLF, or have recentLy Found these 
conFIrMed. In the IntroductIon to thIs PreaMbLe – FroM whIch 
severaL PIeces have aPPeared In the annaLes du MuséuM voL. xvI 
oF the year 1810 – I have desIgned how In My vIew the entIre 
naturaL hIstory shouLd be InvestIgated. onLy on the chosen 
naturaL-artIFIcIaL systeM I thInk I have to reMInd the reader oF 
soMe thIngs I have not reMarked earLIer In other PLaces.

Some of Oppel’s family-group names do not have status 
currently because of the International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature’s rules (International Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature [ICZN] 1999), hereafter cited as “the Code” and 
usually including an Article number, on name formation and 
priority. He was, however, the first to recognize the following 
groups as families: Boidae as Constrictores (1811b), Cheloniidae 
as Chelonii (1811e; not of Latreille, 1800 for an order), Colubridae 
as Colubrini (1811b), Crocodylidae as Crocodilini (1811e), 
Crotalinae as Crotalini (1811b), Gekkonidae as Geckoides 
(1811e), Hydrophiinae as Hydri (1811b), Iguanidae as Iguanoides 
(1811e), Lacertidae as Lacertini (1811e), Scincidae as Scincoides 
(1811e), Trionychidae as Amydae (1811e), and Viperidae as 
Viperini (1811b).

Oppel is often credited as being the first to recognize that 
Anguis was a lizard not a snake (e.g., Adler 2007). However, 
Schneider in Lehmann (1810) had earlier reached that 
conclusion. Oppel (“1818,” 1811c) was the first to regard Caecilia 
as an amphibian rather than a snake.

cLassIFIcatIons oF rePtILes PrIor to oPPeL

The Code does not regulate the use or priority of names 
above the family-group level. The few articles of the Code 
governing order-group, class-group, and phylum-group names 
require that they: (1) be published after 1 January 1758 (Art. 
3); (2) be uninominal (Art. 4.1); (3) meet the Code’s criteria of 
publication (Art. 7–9); (4) meet the Code’s criteria of availability 
(Art. 10); (5) be in the Latin alphabet (Art. 11.2); (6) need not be 
in a publication that is consistently binominal (Art. 11.4); and 
(7) begin with a capital letter regardless of how written originally 
(Art. 28). While it is customary to recognize priority of authorship 

for names proposed for higher taxa, there is no such requirement 
in the Code. I do not recognize French (or German and English) 
vernacular names proposed for taxa above the species-group 
as being available, except as provided by the Code (Art. 11) for 
some family-group names. Throughout the present account, the 
names of ranks and taxa are capitalized or not as they appear in 
the cited reference.

Linnaeus (1735) first proposed the Class Amphibia for four 
genera: Anguis, Lacerta, Rana, and Testudo. Lesser and Lyonnet 
(1742) and Brisson (1756) were the first to use the term les 
Reptiles (from Latin reptilis = creeping) as the name of a Class, 
apparently thinking that the crawling locomotion was more 
typical of the group than amphibious habits. By the 10th edition 
of the Systema Naturae, Linnaeus (1758) had expanded his 
concept of Amphibia to include not only turtles, frogs, and most 
lizards (I. Reptiles or Reptilia), but snakes, limbless lizards, and 
Caecilia (II. Serpentes), and some fishes (III. Nantes). Laurenti 
(1768) treated “reptiles” as the Classis Reptilium and recognized 
the following Orders: I. Salientia (from Latin = jumper) to include 
frogs, toads, and Proteus; II. Gradientia (from Latin = walker) to 
include salamanders, Crocodylus, one frog, and most lizards; and 
III. Serpentia (from Latin serpens = snake), for snakes, limbless 
lizards, and Caecilia. Scopoli (1777) used Ecaudata as an ordinal 
name for Rana and Caudata as an ordinal name for Draco, 
Lacerta, Siren, and Testudo. Many 18th century French authors 
used the term Quadrupédes ovivparae et serpens for amphibians 
and reptiles, as did Lacépède (1788, 1789) and Bonnaterre (1789, 
1790). Gmelin (1789) retained Linnaeus’ basic arrangement but 
did not include Nantes as an order of Amphibia. As is evident 
from this brief review, these early workers had no clear notion 
of the contents of what are currently recognized as the Classes 
Amphibia and Reptilia.

The foundation of the modern higher classification of recent 
reptiles is derived from the fundamental insights of Brongniart 
(1799, 1800a,b, 1805). In 1799, he divided the reptiles into four 
orders (Ordres): I. Les Chéloniens, II. Les Sauriens, III. Les 
Ophidiens, and IV. Les Batraciens. In doing so, he established 
the convention that was followed subsequently by other French 
naturalists of taking a Greek or Latin word and gallicizing it to 
create a scientific name: chelonia to Les Chéloniens, sauros 
to Les Sauriens, ophis to Les Ophidiens, and batrachos to Les 
Batraciens[2]. Latreille (1800) was the first to apply Latin names 
to Brongniart’s Orders by reversing the process to change the 
French names into Latin plurals: Chelonii, Saurii, Ophidii, and 
Batrachii. A different set of Latin names for the four orders 
was used by Treviranus (1802) and Shaw (1802) as Testudines, 
Lacertae, Serpentes, and Ranae, respectively. Macartney and 
Ross (1802; Table III) were the first to use the Latin names 
Chelonia, Sauria, Ophidia, and Batrachia for the four orders and 
Gravenhorst (1807) followed suit.

According to Dupuis (1974:3), Latreille (1796) had earlier 
established famille in zoology, as a taxonomic rank between 
genus and order. He did not give them Latin names but rather 
indicated the category as “Famille première,” “Fam. 2,” etc. 
However, Klein (1751) in his pre-Linnean work had used Fam.
[ilia] for taxa of a similar rank. Latreille (1800) was the first post-
Linnean taxonomist to use famille in herpetology when he 
recognized the Familles Viperae (p. xix) and Colubres (p. xxx), for 

[2] As noted by Cain (2003), because French was, at the time, the language of 
commerce and diplomacy, there was movement by some French taxonomists 
to replace Latin with French as the language of biological nomenclature.
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tabLe 1. New amphibian and reptile taxa proposed by N. M. Oppel. All new scientific names in Oppel’s works are in Latin. Available new fam-
ily names were formed by adding the suffix –es, –i, or –ini to the stem of the generic names in 1811b, or –ae, –es, –i, –ini, or –oides in 1811e. 
Numbers following taxon names correspond to page numbers in the text when first introduced.

Source

Oppel 1811b
 Order:
  Squammata 376
   Families:
    Anguiformes 376 for the snake genera Tortrix, Amphisbaena, and Typhlops (unavailable; not based on an included genus). 

Note that Oppel (1811e) places the genus Anguis in the lizard family Scincoides.
    
    Colubrini 376, 378, 391 = Colubridae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Coluber Linnaeus, 1758).
    
    Constrictores 378, 377, 382, 380, based on the generic name Constrictor Laurenti, 1768 per Art. 11.7.1.1 of the Code, Constric-

tor is a strict synonym of Boa Linnaeus, 1758. Consequently, Constrictores has priority over the family-group name Boidae 
Gray, 1825. Fortunately, the Code (Art. 40.2.1) has a special exemption to synonomy in such cases. Consequently, Gray is 
credited as the author of the name Boidae, but for purposes of priority Boidae dates from Oppel’s use of Constrictores and is 
cited as Boidae Gray, 1825 (1811).

    
    Crotalini 376, 377, 387 = Crotalinae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Crotalus Linnaeus, 1758).
    
    Hydri 377, 383 (available) based on the generic name Hydrus Schneider, 1799 per Art. 11.7.1.1: type species Hydrus fasciatus 

Schneider, 1799 by action of the ICZN (1982:23; Opinion 1201). The Commission further placed the junior synonym Hy-
drophiidae Fitzinger, 1843 on the Official List of Family-group Names in Zoology without considering Oppel’s name, which 
has priority over Fitzinger’s. Fortunately, under the Code (Art. 40.2.1) there is a special exemption from synonymy in such 
cases. Consequently, Fitzinger is credited as the author of the name Hydrophiidae, but for purposes of priority it dates from 
Oppel’s use of Hydri and is cited as Hydrophiidae Fitzinger, 1843 (1811). This taxon is currently considered to be a subfamily 
of the family Elapidae Boie, 1827.

    Variantes vel [= actually] pseudo-Viperae 376, 386; Variantes, 377 (unavailable; not based on an included genus); genus 
Pseudo-boa [sic] is included in Viperini on p. 390.

    Viperini 376, 378 = Viperidae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Vipera Laurenti, 1768 by original designation).
   Genera:
    Bungarus 378, 391 (not an available name) preoccupied by Bungarus Daudin, 1803; Serpentes, Family Elapidae, Oppel’s us-

age = Dipsas Laurenti, 1768, Family Dispsadidae.

    Tortrix 377, 381 (not an available name) preoccupied by Tortrix Denis and Schiffermüller, 1775; Lepidoptera. Oppel’s usage = 
Anilius Oken, 1816.

    Trigonocephalus 377, 388 (available) junior objective synonym; type species Scytale ammodytes Latreille, 1801 = Crotalus 
mutus Linnaeus = Lachesis muta (Linnaeus, 1758, by monotypy) = Lachesis Daudin, 1803: type species: Crotalus mutus Lin-
naeus, 1758 by monotypy.

  
Oppel 1811c
 Order:
  Nuda 409 = Class Amphibia Linnaeus, 1758.
   Family:
    Apoda 409, 411 (unavailable; not based on an included genus).

Oppel 1811e
 Order:
  Testudinata 4 = Testudinata Oppel, 1811.
  Squamata 14 = Squamata Oppel, 1811.
   Families:
    Amydae 4, 6, 9 (available per Art. 11.7.1.1): (type genus: Amyda Geoffrey–Saint Hilaire, 1809) = Trionychidae Bell, 1828. As 

a result, Amydidae is a senior synonym of Bell’s family name. Under, the Code (Art. 40.2.1), there is an exemption from 
synonymy in such cases. Consequently, Bell is credited as the author of the name Trionychidae, but for purposes of priority, 
Trionychidae dates from Oppel’s use of Amydae and is cited as Trionychidae Bell, 1828 (1811).

    Chelonii 4, 6, 8 (available per Art. 32.5.3) = Cheloniidae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Chelonia Brongniart, 1800).

    Crocodilini 16, 19, 21 (based on the unjustified emendation of Crocodilus Gmelin, 1789 for Crocodylus Laurenti, 1768) = 
Crocodylidae, Hay, 1902 (1811) (type genus: Crocodylus Laurenti, 1768) per Art. 40.2 of the Code.

    Geckoides 16, 19, 22 based on the unjustified emendation Gecko Brongniart, 1800 for Gekko Laurenti, 1768) = Gekkonidae 
Oppel, 1811(type genus: Gekko Laurenti, 1768). Under the Code (Art. 35.4.1), as in this case, a family name based on an 
unjustified emendation of a generic name must be corrected, but credited to the author of the emendation. In this case, the 
family name is often attributed to Gray (1825). However, Gray proposed the name Geckotidae, also based on Brongniart’s 
unjustified emendation. Adams, Baikie, and Barron, 1854 were the first to use the correct spelling Gekkonidae.
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Brongniart’s (1800a) genres Vipères and Couleuvres. This usage 
is ambiguous as these “Familles” are indicated as subdivisions 
of the genre Couleuvre Coluber L. All specific names in the two 
groups have the generic name indicated by a C. (e.g., C. aspis and 
C. natrix). Consequently, I regard Latreille’s (1800) two “family” 
names as not meeting the requirements of the Code as available 
family-group names.

Constant Duméril’s (1805, “1806,” 1806) reptile classification 
was published in two editions of his Zoologie Analytique 
(see Gregory 2010; Bour 2010 regarding publication dates). 
It is a dual system. He retained the four-order arrangement of 
Brongniart and Latreille and used Brongniart’s coined French 
vernacular ordinal names in his tabular presentations. However, 
in the accompanying notes, he provided Latreille’s (1800) 
Latin names: chelonii, saurii, serpentes, and batracii for the 
orders. Duméril also used a number of family names. Those 
names were based on coined Greek or Latin descriptive terms 
(e.g., from the Greek, anura = tailless and urodela = tailed) that 
were then gallicized to Familles Anoures and Urodéles. The 
complete system is as follows: Chéloniens (chelonii), genera 
only; Sauriens (saurii), two families, Planicaudes (planicaudati) 
and Téréticaudes (tereticaudati); Ophidiens (serpentes), two 
families, Homodermes (no Latin equivalent) and Hétérodermes 
(heterodermi); Batraciens (batracii), two families, Anoures 
(ecaudati) and Urodéles (caudati).

oPPeL’s cLassIFIcatIon oF rePtILes

Oppel’s first publication (1811a) deals principally with a 
history of the definition and content of what he termed “Section 
II Ophidiens” of the “Ordre II. Reptiles a Ecailles” [= scales]. 

Here the ordinal name is gallicized from the Latin (squammous 
= scaly) to a French vernacular (Écailles). The text of this paper 
is in French and concludes with a summary of Duméril (1805).

The text of the second Oppel paper (1811b) opens with 
the heading “Ord. II. Squammata mihi. Sect. II. Ophidii.”with 
“Ord. III. Ophidii Brongniart” as a synonym. It contains a major 
treatment of the classification of snakes and includes the original 
proposal of a number of new families and two new genera (see 
Table 1). Some brief introductory material is in French but the 
tables and keys characterizing the taxonomic units and the 
descriptions of them (eight families and 15 genera) are in Latin. 
Although Oppel does not use the term famille or familia in this 
paper, several of his suprageneric units, intermediate between 
Ordre and Genere, have family-group terminations (–es or –
ini). They also have the identical names and content to those of 
his Familia in the 1811e monograph and should date from the 
1811b work. In this paper, Oppel (1811b), and the subsequent 
ones, he consistently lists the Brongniart (1799) ordinal names 
as synonyms of his own new latinized ones. However, the 
Brongniart names when originally proposed in 1799 are not 
latinized. Brongniart used only French vernaculars that were 
latinized by Latreille (1800).

The third paper (1811c) has the heading “Ordre III. Reptiles 
sans écailles et sans carapace. Nuda, Klein. Ordre IV.” with 
“Batracii, Brongniart” listed as a synonym. As noted above, 
Batracii was made available by Latreille (1800) for Brongniart’s 
(1799) vernacular name “Les Batraciens.” The paper begins with 
a historical review in French of previous classifications. Oppel 
then characterizes in Latin the taxa included in the Order. 
Three families are recognized: Apoda, Caudata, and Ecaudata. 
A single genus, Caecilia is included in Apoda. Four genera, 

tabLe 1. Continued.

Source

Oppel 1811e (continued)
    Iguanoides 16, 19, 26 (a senior objective synonym of Iguanidae Gray, 1827) = Iguanidae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Iguana 

Laurenti, 1768).

    Lacertini 16, 20, 33 (a senior objective synonym of Lacertinidae, Gray, 1825) = Lacertidae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Lacerta 
Linnaeus, 1758).

    Scincoides 16, 20, 37 (a senior objective synonym of Scincidae Gray, 1825 = Scincidae Oppel, 1811 (type genus: Scincus Lin-
naeus, 1758).

    Chalcidici 16, 20, 41 (available as Chalcididae per Art. 32.5.3) (type genus: Chalcides Laurenti, 1768); Oppel’s family name 
is also a senior homonym of Chalcidinae Latreille in Cuvier, 1816 “1817” (type genus: Chalcis Fabricus, 1787) for a family of 
Hymenoptera.

   Genera:
    Basilicus 19 (incorrect subsequent spelling of Basiliscus Laurenti, 1789).

    Bimanus 29, 45 (objective junior synonym) = Bipes Latreille, 1801 (type species: Chamaesaura propus Schneider, 1891 = 
Bipes canaliculatus Latreille in Sonnini and Latreille, 1801 by monotypy).

    Chelys 6, 11 (unjustified emendation of Chelus Duméril, 1805 and takes the same type species: Testudo fimbriata Schneider, 
1783 = Chelus fimbriatus Schneider, 1783 by monotypy).

    Gavialis 19, 22 (valid; type species: Lacerta gangeticus Gmelin, 1789 = Gavialis gangeticus Gmelin, 1789 by monotypy).

    Tachydromus 20, 36 (unjustified emendation of Takydromus Daudin, 1803, and takes the same type species: Takydromus 
sexlineatus Daudin, 1803).

    Typhlops 49, 54 (valid; type species: Anguis lumbricalis Linnaeus, 1758 = Typhlops lumbricalis Linnaeus, 1758, by subse-
quent designation of Fitzinger, 1843).
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listed in the following order, are recognized in Ecaudata (Bufo, 
Pipa, Rana, and Hyla), and four in Caudata (Siren, Protaeus, 
Triton, and Salamandra).

The Oppel (1811e) monograph opens with introductory 
material in German followed by the bulk of the publication, 
starting with a section title page: “ANIMALIA VERTEBRATA. 
CLASSIS III. REPTILIA,” consisting of taxon characterizations 
in Latin. This paper contains most of the same material that 
appeared in the two of the Annales papers (1811b): “Ordo II. 
Squamata [sic] Section II. Ophidii;” and (1811c): “Ordo III. 
Nuda.” In addition, new material on Ordo I, Testudinata and 
Ordo II, Squamata [sic], Section I Saurii, are provided. Unlike 
Oppel’s earlier papers, he lists Brongniart’s (1799) original 
vernacular names as synonyms of his Latin Ordos names. 
Oppel’s classification, in contrast to those of Brongniart (1799) 
and Latreille (1800), was a three-order system, which had been 
used throughout his Annales contributions.

Oppel is often considered responsible for three names 
for higher taxa at the ordinal level. He attributes two of these, 
Testudinata (for turtles) and Nuda (for amphibians) to Klein 
(1751)[3]. However, Klein’s pre-Linnaean names, under Art. 3 of 
the Code, are not available. In 1760, Behn published a German 
translation of Klein’s book that contains copies of Klein’s 
Latin diagnostic tables, with slight changes to capitalization 
and punctuation, as well as German translations of them. 
Testudinata (turtles) and Nuda (a composite of lizards and 
salamanders plus Rana and Bufo) are placed in Klein’s tables 
as two of three subdivisions of Ordo III. Depilata. The third 
subdivision is Cataphracta (for crocodilians). The three are 
not labeled as “Fam.” in contrast to the major subdivisions of 
the other two Ordos: Ungulata and Digitata. It is apparent that 
neither Klein nor Behn intended Cataphracta, Testudinata, and 
Nuda to be placed at the taxonomic rank of Ordo. Under these 
circumstances, Oppel’s use of Testudinata and Nuda establishes 
them as available order-group names.

Several names have been variously used as the ordinal 
name for turtles: Testudines Batsch, 1788 (e.g., King and Burke 
1989); Chelonii Latreille, 1800 (e.g., Dubois and Bour 2010); and 
Chelonia Macartney and Ross, 1802 (e.g., Legler and Vogt 2013). 
Testudines was originally proposed as a family name, which 
logically excludes it from use for an order. Chelonia is also the 
name of a genus (Chelonia Brongniart 1800) and should be 
similarly excluded. Consequently, I favor use of Oppel’s (1811e) 
Testudinata for the order.

Oppel (1811b) originally proposed Squammata (this spelling) 
as the ordinal name for lizards and snakes in his paper (1811b) 
dealing exclusively with the latter group as Section II of the Order. 
As with other names by the French naturalists, Squammata 
is a Latin name derived from the French Écailleux (scales), 
which in turn was a gallicized version of the Latin squammous 
(scaly). Oppel (1811e) elided one of the letter “m”s to convert 
Squammata to Squamata. Technically, the latter name might be 
considered an unjustified subsequent emendation.

cLassIFIcatIons oF the French schooL (1816–1834)

Georges Cuvier (1816, “1817”) in his Le Règne Animal, 
follows Brongniart’s (1799) four-order system for amphibians 
and reptiles: Les Chéloniens, Les Sauriens, Les Ophidiens, and 

[3] It is noteworthy that Klein in a later publication (1755) was the first to use 
the term Herpetologiae (herpetology).

Les Batraciens. Cuvier makes no reference to Oppel’s three-
order arrangement. Note that the publication date for Cuvier’s 
masterwork is usually cited as 1817; however, Cowan (1969) 
established that it dates from 1816.

Blainville (1816), apparently influenced by his friend Oppel’s 
work, presented a complex new classification of reptiles with 
some alternative rankings of reptile groups. One arrangement (p. 
“105” = 115), recognizes two classes: Squammifères (les Reptiles) 
and Nudipellifères (les Amphibiens). These are grouped with the 
classes Pennifères (les Oiseaux), and Branchifères (les Possions) 
as “Sous-types” of Vertèbrés. In this scheme, no subclasses 
or orders are recognized. The second classification (p. “111” 
= 119) recognizes the Class Reptiles with two subclasses: I. 
Orinthoides or Écailleux for Squammifères and II. Ictyoides 
or Nuds for Nudipellifères. Subclass I. includes the following 
orders: Cheloniens or Tortues, II. Emydo-sauriens or Crocodiles, 
III. Bispéniens with two Suborders (Sauriens and Ophidiens). 
Subclass II. includes the following orders: Batraciens or 
Grenouilles, Pseudosauriens or Salamandres, Amphibiens or 
les Protées and les Sirènes, and Pseudophidiens or Caecilies. 
Blainville’s classification, thus essentially endorses Oppel’s 
inclusion of lizards and snakes in a single order, but differs in 
recognizing crocodilians as a separate order of reptiles, rather 
than including them as Sauriens.

Subsequently, Latreille (1825:93) proposed the “Section” (= 
subclass) name Squamosa, for Les Écailleux of previous authors 
and continued to follow the four-order system of Brongniart, while 
recognizing crocodilians as a separate order following Blainville.

Interestingly, C. Duméril (in Duméril and Bibron, 1834) adopts 
Oppel’s original spelling of Squammata in his discussion of the 
latter’s work and in the table outlining Oppel’s classification scheme 
(p. 281). Indeed, Duméril uses the original spelling throughout his 
historical review and attributes that spelling to Merrem (1820), 
Fitzinger (1826), Haworth, (1825), and Gray (1831). However, 
these authors actually used the spelling Squamata. Elsewhere in 
Duméril, Bibron, and Duméril’s great work, Erpétologie générale 
des Reptiles, they follow the four-order scheme originally proposed 
by Brongniart (1799) and place the lizards and snakes in separate 
orders, Sauriens and Ophidiens. They do not utilize Squammata or 
Squamata for any group in their classification. This arrangement 
seems to be in contradiction to Duméril’s (1834) assertion that 
Oppel followed the system presented in Duméril’s lectures in 
the early 1800s. Cuvier’s immense stature led many subsequent 
workers to accept the four-order arrangement. Others favored 
Oppel’s three-order system (Gadow, 1911). Both classifications 
were deficient in failing to recognize the great differences between 
“Nuda” (= Amphibia) and “Squamosa”( = Reptilia) highlighted by 
Blainville (1816) and Latreille (1825), and between lizards (Sauria) 
and crocodilians (“Emydo-sauriens”).

oPPeL’s Legacy

Among Oppel’s contributions was his establishing the names 
and validity of two reptile orders, Testudinata and Squamata. 
However, throughout the remainder of the 19th and the early part 
of the 20th centuries, lizards (as Sauria or Lacertilia) and snakes (as 
Ophidia or Serpentes) were regarded by most workers as distinct 
orders of reptiles. Yet, by the 1950s it had become obvious that, 
based on morphology (e.g., Romer 1956), snakes were nested 
within Sauria. In modern parlance, that conclusion, if Serpentes 
is considered an order, renders Sauria paraphyletic. Recent 
molecular studies (e.g., Vidal and Hedges 2008, “2009”; Pyron et 
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al. 2013; and Zheng and Wiens 2016) strongly support the concept 
that snakes are best considered at most a “parvorder” of the 
more-inclusive order Squamata (lizards, amphisbaenians, and 
snakes). In addition, these authors provide strong support for the 
validity of 10 of the 13 family-group taxa that Oppel recognized. 
The three “families” of amphibians that he recognized are now 
regarded as forming three valid orders. These analyses confirm the 
original insights of Oppel over 200 years ago regarding the major 
classification of reptiles and amphibians.
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Philately of the World Congress of Herpetology 
 Postage stamps serve as prepaid fees for transmission of 

letters and parcels, as means of disseminating information and 
advertisements, and as objects for hobbyists, postal historians, 
and as investments. Other items covered under philately include 
postcards, envelopes, aerogrammes, information sheets, and 
folders, some of which are privately (that is, not produced and 
sold by the official national postal agencies) issued. In this 
article, we review postal products associated with the World 
Congress of Herpetology (1989–2020). 

 No philatelic products were released in conjunction with the 
First World Congress of Herpetology, held in Canterbury, United 
Kingdom (11–19 September 1989), and there is no evidence of 
any special slogans or postmarks issued by local post offices. 
This was surprising for a country that “invented” the postage 
stamp and has a rich and well-documented philatelic history. 

 The first philatelic commemorative items were produced 

for the Second Congress, held in Adelaide, Australia (29 
December 1993 to 6 January 1994), and comprised two cachets 
(or special cancellations) and an official cancellation dated 29 
December 1993 issued by the Philatelic Sales Centre, Adelaide. 
The images depicted on the pictorial cancellations comprise a 
Litoria caerulea (Fig. 1A) and several unrecognizable squamates, 
presumably inspired by Aboriginal art (Fig. 1B). The covers were 
produced by Australia Post (as indicated on the reverse), both 
bearing a montage of recent Australian stamps on the left, an A$1 
postage stamp from 1993 (“Ginger Riley,” showing Aboriginal 
artwork comprising a bird flanked by two snakes; the British 
stamp catalog of Stanley Gibbons, catalog number SG 1419) 
on the right bearing the postal cancellation, with the pictorial 
cancellation on the middle of the upper edge of each cover. Two 
official postcards were also produced (Fig. 2).

The fourth meeting of the Congress, held at Bentota, near 
Colombo, Sri Lanka (3–9 December 2001) was the first, and 
until now, the only Congress to have commemorative stamps 
issued for the event. The release included a set of four stamps 
(Fig. 3A–B; SG 1562–1565), a miniature/souvenir sheet (Fig. 
3C; SG MS 1566), a first-day cover for the former, and with a 

INDRANEIL DAS 
Institute of Biodiversity and Environmental Conservation, 
Universiti Malaysia Sarawak, 94300 Kota Samarahan, 
Sarawak, Malaysia; e-mail: idas@unimas.my 
C. KENNETH DODD, JR.
Florida Museum of Natural History, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida 32611, USA; e-mail: terrapene600@gmail.com

FIg. 1. Two covers bearing a special cancellation, dated 29 December 
1993, issued by the Philatelic Sales Centre, Adelaide, to commemo-
rate the Second World Congress of Herpetology. A) Special cancella-
tion showing Litoria caerulea; B) Special cancellation showing sev-
eral unrecognizable squamates. 

FIg. 2. Official postcards from the Second World Congress of Herpe-
tology, held in Adelaide, Australia. 
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special cancellation (Fig. 3D). Species depicted (using current 
nomenclature) included Pseudophilautus schmarda (Sri Lankan 
Rupee, ரூ 3.50), Taruga longinasus (ரூ 13.50), Pseudophilautus 
femoralis (ரூ 17.00), and Hydrophylax gracilis (ரூ 20.00). The 
souvenir sheet (SG MS1566) was a combination of the above four 
designs within an illustrated selvage (or the non-denominated 
area of a philatelic sheet). For the release, Sri Lanka Post worked 
with the leading Sri Lankan herpetologist, Anslem de Silva, who 
was also the Conference Director, on the design of the stamps 
and their distribution to the Congress delegates. Sources of the 
images were from de Silva himself, who provided living frogs 
to the artist and also took him on field trips (A. de Silva, pers. 
comm.). Additional images were obtained from the Wildlife 

Heritage Trust, a local nature conservation NGO and publisher 
of fine natural history books. de Silva also prepared the text 
for the presentation pack, which provided short descriptions 
of the species featured. The stamps were designed by Jayantha 
Jinasena, who subsequently prepared illustrations for the folio 
volume on the country’s snakes (de Silva, 2008) that was the 
source of a philatelic forgery (see Das et al. 2016). Also issued 
at the Congress was a postcard showing Ceratophora aspera, 
Trimeresurus trigonocephalus, Crocodylus palustris, Geochelone 
elegans, and Pseudophilautus hoipolloi (Fig. 4), designed by the 
Wildlife Heritage Trust.

A printed postcard was produced to promote the Sixth World 
Congress of Herpetology, held in the Amazonian city of Manaus, 

FIg. 3. Postal products issued by Sri Lanka Post on 3 December 2001 to commemorate the Fourth World Congress of Herpetology. a) Set of 
four stamps in a presentation pack (front and back covers); b) the same, showing contents; c) miniature sheet; d) first-day cover; e) special 
cancellation. 
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in Brazil. It depicts a morphed image of a species of Atelopus 
hoogmoedi (superimposed on a map of the world), besides 
images of landscapes and landmarks of the city (Fig. 5).

Printed picture postcards were issued by the Kunming 
Institute of Zoology, a part of the Chinese Academy of Sciences 
for the Eighth World Congress, which was shifted from the city 
of Hangzhou to the town of Tonglu in the People’s Republic of 
China (15–21 August 2016). The nine designs (excluding the title 
page, which was also printed in postcard format) show Chinese 
amphibians and reptiles, including Rana kukunoris, Gloydius 
strauchii, Diploderma vela, Elaphe carinata, Scutiger boulengeri, 

Bufo gargarizans, Batrachuperus karlschmidti, Diploderma 
iadinum, and Nanorana parkeri. They were issued in a booklet 
format entitled “Amphibians and Reptiles of Upper Mekong 
River” (Fig. 6) that was dedicated “To the 8th World Congress 
of Herpetology in China.” The photographs are credited to 
Kai Wang, currently a graduate student at the University of 
Oklahoma and an associate of the Kunming Institute of Zoology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

The most recent Congress was the ninth, held in Dunedin, 
New Zealand (5–10 January 2020). A maximum card (comprising 
a printed postcard with a matching stamp affixed on obverse, ide-

FIg. 4. Official postcard from the Fourth World Congress of Herpetol-
ogy, Sri Lanka. FIg. 5. Official postcard from the Sixth World Congress of Herpetology, 

Brazil.

FIg. 6. Printed postcards from a booklet issued to commemorate the Eighth World Congress of Herpetology by the Kunming Institute of Zool-
ogy, the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
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ally with a date-marked with a postal cancellation that commem-
orates an event) was prepared for private distribution, with an 
image of a 5-cent coin (Standard Catalog of World Coins, Krause 
and Mishler, KM#34) showing Sphenodon punctatus, issued in 
1967 and phased out in 2006. On the obverse of the card, the text 
surrounding the image of the coin lists venues and dates of all the 
Congresses. It also had one image from a set of four stamps (SG 
1590– 1593), all of 40 cents face value, issued 17 April 1991 under 
the World Wide Fund for Nature’s stamps series, entitled “Tuatara” 
(Fig. 7). 

A herpetological stamp-affixed Ninth World Congress of Her-
petology promotional flyer (printed on cardboard material) was 
also prepared (Fig. 8), featuring five stamps from a 11 July 1984 re-
lease (“Amphibians and Reptiles”), showing Leiopelma hamiltoni 
(NZ $0.24), Oligosoma homalonotum (NZ $0.24), Hoplodactylus 
rakiurae (NZ$ 0.30), Oligosoma otagense (NZ$ 0.58), and Hoplo-
dactylus chrysosireticus (NZ $0.70). Cancellations were made 
during the Congress at the Dunedin North Post Office next to the 
Congress venue, located within the Otago University Bookshop. 

A set of private maxicards was produced by one of us (ID) dur-
ing the Ninth World Congress of Herpetology in Dunedin (Fig. 9 
shows representatives). “Box of Frogs” postcards that were being 

sold at the bookshop at the time were used to prepare the maxi-
cards. These were reprinted by the publisher (Ivy Press) from their 
book, The Book of Frogs. A Life-Size Guide to Six Hundred Species 
from Around the World (Halliday 2015). Being commercially avail-
able make these items eligible for philatelic usage, such as exhibi-
tions and competitions. 

This communication brings together information on philatel-
ic issues related to the World Congress of Herpetology. Only dur-
ing the Fourth World Congress in Sri Lanka were commemorative 
stamps released. At four other occasions, commemorative can-
cellations, postcards or private maximum cards were produced. 
In the past, postage stamps have been frequently associated 
with promotion and publicity of a variety of activities and public 
causes. In the present context, philatelic releases have the poten-
tial to promote the science of herpetology to a wider audience, 
serve as an attractive (and portable) souvenir for the event, and 
provide a collectible for use in future exhibitions, either philatelic 
or on the history of the Congress.
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FIg. 7. A maximum card privately prepared during the Ninth World 
Congress of Herpetology, showing a 1991 issue from New Zealand, 
depicting Sphenodon punctatus. 

FIg. 8. Herpetological stamp-affixed Ninth World Congress of Herpe-
tology promotional flyer, featuring New Zealand stamps from 1984, 
entitled “Amphibians and Reptiles.” 

FIg. 9. Selected private maximum cards produced during the Ninth 
World Congress of Herpetology in Dunedin, from “Box of Frogs” 
postcards reprinted from The Book of Frogs. A Life-Size Guide to Six 
Hundred Species from Around the World. 


